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ABSTRACT: The problem of deriving an explicit expression for the entropy
donoity of an Euclidean and gauge invariant quasi-free state of the CC
algebra is discussed. An expression is conjectured and it is shown that
this provides a lower bound for the entropy density. In the course of
this a general theorem on the trace of a function of the Leplacian is proved.
RESUME: On discuto le prcblme de drivsr uno expression explicite pour
la donsit d’entropie d’un tat quasi-libre invariant des groupes euclidiens
et jauge do l’algbre de relations de commutation. Dn propose une expression
at du montre que celle-ci est un minorant de la densit d’entropie. Au cours
de cetta dmonstration on prouve un thorme gthnerale sur le trace d’une
fonction du laplacien.
This work was largely undertaken whilst this author was a Research Assistant
at The Open University, Milton Keynes, Er6land.
1.STA1[MCNT OF FLEULTS
In this note we discuss the problem of obtaining an explicit fo t-ma br the
entropy density of an Euclidean-inviriant, gLgo-invor. qaoi-frec a
boson system analogous to that given by Fan-ms [IDJ fur Fermi lattice
We conjecture that formula (1.3) below provides this realication, but tao
succeeded in proving only that it is a lower bound for the entropy density.
Let be the algebra of the canonical comutation relations (COFi ucr
the test function space (- ) of infinitely differentiable functions of




The states of üt that are of physical interest are the locally normal states
since, as observed by DellAntonio, Doplicher and Ruolfo L9 3. they correspond
to systems in which a finite volume contains a finite number of porticls. A
locally normal state is determined by a sequence of compatible density matrices
{ (compatible’ as used by Robinson E11 p. 94), where determinos a stat
on the local algebra Ot_(A). Araki and Liab [2.] proved the existence of the
entropy density SC)) of a tranalation invariant locally normal state )
defining it as the limit of the local entropy densities:
SCL1) —
this limit being taken through a sequence of cubes, or more general reg:ans nsoo
up of cubes. Robinson £16] (pp. 100-104) showed that as a function on the set
of periodic states of CC. , the entropy density so defined is upper semi-
continuous in the week-topology. Thus if C) is a sequence of periodic
states converging to W in the weak—topology then
Aim St.9 CC.))
.
A gauge invariant quasi-free state C..) on Ct is determined by a ponitic























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To show that I —‘ 0




Let J2(h) support ii , and let L be chosen so that is strictly
contained in . Then
L0
I i_yi0
is strictly positive. Then for L L.
4 L—l x€S1(1) €. ‘2A LSo • (47)
Now assume that T>o is fixed. Then gathering together (4.2), (4.3), (4.5),
(4.5), (4.7) we have
— j dxcLj j
L12(b) xjl.[h)
,‘ — CL/tIh(x)1Cx’ U(’j)cy
3fz.
S I J kLz) kL) Z zy)JLt)L+ (4.8)
TLL Jj(%)>Cf2.(k)
•‘ -2
where C3 C S and
TL c3/t
VCtt)‘I = e IIi(°)i S
(t L_2)3/2
the Fourier transform of k evaluated at zero).





I. cL e- 1kCo1 S
0
Cut by assumptions(i) and (ii) on LF it follows that the integreiis finite and so
I - 0 as L . To deal with 11 we appoal again to Angelcc
and Nenciu [4] . Their Remark 20 and Propositions Al and A3 imply that
there is a constant such that for
- T
i M(Y)
Hence for b > L2T
— Z(xL yLj t L3MLj.
Thus
I ç L$(o)1 tv1(T) L::3 •S
l)(cLt)
TL
This tends to zero by assumption Ci) on , and completes the proof of Thcorcrn 2.
RErIARKS
0I . The set of functions which satisfy the conditions or the
theorems is non-trivial. In particolar for the free boson gas above the




CQ,() is the fugacity, (3 is the reciprocal of the temperature.)
Clearly this satisfies the conditions of theorem 4. it satisfies the conditftns
of theorem 2 with
(at)
2°. Rocca, Sirugue end Testard L1] showed that a tranolationally
invariant quasi-free MIS state has a two point function determincd by an cncry
spectrum €(.) and a fugacity . For a Euclidoon invariant state, (J is a
function of Ik[’ €(k)c eLIJI5 so the corresponding k3 -function is
= E -h /SEiC)
If . • and e. is differentiable with a completely monotonc
derivative (in the sense of Feller Eu] ) then is the Laplace transform
of a positive measure.
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